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1. WEAR A TIGHTER SHIRT

A wise man once said , you
don’t get a second chance
to make a first impression .
Although you may be in
excellence shape, you may
not be maximizing your
appearance.

One way that men fail to
maximize their appearance
is by wearing bad quality t-
shirts. A fitted shirt that’s
made of great material like
the ones found on (
swoletees.com ) will make
your physique look 10X
better.

Thus increasing your overall appearance. If you’re going to spend all that
time in the gym, you might as well use those muscles to your advantage.
The easiest way to do this is by wearing a tighter shirt .
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2. GET A PUMP
BEFORE GOING OUT

Have you ever noticed that you look a lot better during a workout
and few hours after you’re finished? That’s no coincidence ! It’s the
power of the PUMP ! Forget the old adage “ I workout so that I
can look good naked “. You want to look good with clothes on too!

Back in my college days , my frat brother and I learned quickly that
the best way to do this is to get a pump before going out. We
wanted to look good the entire night . We wanted to Stay Swole !

The best way to accomplish this is by making a mini workout
routine for the nights that you’ll be going out. We did 100 push-
ups coupled with a few curls . Your routine doesn’t have to be the
same as ours , you just have to find a routine that will work for you
.
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Weight Training
Personal Trainer
Cardio Exercises

WE OFFER

3. FIT SHAMING
IS REAL

All of that muscle look disgusting! I can’t live my life eating like a rabbit !
You’re starting to look sick ! Do these words sound familiar to you ? If so ,
at some point in your life you’ve been fit shamed.

Because fit individual are usually viewed as having a high sense of self-
worth , many people subconsciously shame them as a way to mask their
own insecurities. Oftentimes, these people aren’t fit at all.

Whenever someone that’s in good shape makes a comment about someone
that’s not , they’re viewed as a bad person that lacks compassion. But when
someone that’s not fit makes a comment about a fit person, it’s viewed as
being humorous.

Myself and many others would agree that something needs to be done
about this because it creates a double standard that negatively impacts
those that are conscious about their health. Ultimately, fit-shaming is just a
bad as Fat-shaming. Eliminating them both will undoubtedly lead to the
promotion of overall health.
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You probably read the title of this
chapter and thought to yourself .... isn’t
cheating bad ? The answer to this
question is that cheating is only bad
sometimes. When it comes to cheating
your wife or your girlfriend the answer is
most certainly yes .

When it comes to your diet , the answer
is most certainly no. This is especially
true when the cheat meal is scheduled.
Just imagine planning out your day so
that you can wear your “ Swole Men
Don’t Cheat “ T-Shirt that you got from (
swoletees.com ) on your cheat day !

A scheduled cheat meal allows both your
mind and metabolism to reset. I would
recommend that you schedule your cheat
meal on the weekends so that you can
couple it with a social event. This will
make your cheat meal more enjoyable.

Once you’ve had your cheat meal , you
need to exercise discipline and get right
back on your diet. Veering off track for
too long can really set you back. Staying
Swole is a lifestyle that requires you to
pay rent everyday . Even on the
weekends ! So although it’s ok to cheat,
the cheating should be limited.

4. ONLY CHEAT 
ON WEEKENDS
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Back Squats,Hacksquats, Front Squats, Pistol Squats , Deadlifts, Lunges,
and Leg Press . These are just a few of the grueling compound movements
that can be incorporated into a leg day session.

Unlike the other body-parts, working legs are a different animal. If you’ve
ever done a really intense leg workout , you’re aware of the soreness that
comes with it. By day three after enduring an intense leg workout , simple
things like walking up a flight of stairs or sitting on the toilet can feel like
climbing Mount Everest .

The mistake that a lot of lifters make when it comes to growing their legs
is that they don’t allow enough time for them to recover . Even if their legs
are extremely sore , they’ll still work them just so that aren’t viewed as the
guy that “skips leg day“.

Instead, it’s better to listen to your body and allow your legs to recover
more so that they can grow . When muscles have time to recover, they
grow back bigger and stronger . If the muscles don’t get a chance to
properly heal , they’ll never reach their fullest potential.

if there’s ever an instance in which you’re extremely sore and leg day
comes around again, skip the leg workout and opt to exercise another
body part. You’ll thank yourself later.

5. IT’S OK TO SKIP 
LEG DAY SOMETIMES
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Peter Drucker once said “ you can’t mange what you can’t
measure”. Although he applied this philosophy to business , it also
applies to many other faucets in life. This is especially true when it
comes to a persons diet .

Oftentimes people set out on a goal to lose weight or gain mass
only to fail because they refuse to track the amount of food that
they consume. The most effective way for them to do this is by
weighing their food using a food scale.

Just like a bathroom scale , a food scale forces an individual to be
accountable for what they eat. By weighing their food ,a person
eliminates the ability to use ignorance as an excuse. Using a food
scale will allow a person to establish a baseline caloric intake for
maintenance.

Once a baseline for maintenance is established, a person can then
determine the amount of calories that they need to consume to
achieve their goals . If a person is looking to gain mass, they’ll need
to be in a caloric surplus. If a persons goal is to lose weight, they’ll
need to be in a caloric deficit. For this reason alone , food scales
matter.

6. FOOD SCALES
MATTER
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WE OFFER

In the bodybuilding world, being born with a great set of calves is
equivalent to winning the golden ticket that allows you to visit Willie
Wonkas Chocolate Factory. When it comes to having a nice set of calves,
you’re either blessed with them genetically or you’re not.

The bad news is that you have zero control over your genetics. The good
news is that even if you have bad calve genetics, you can still make them
look really good.The key is to discover how to maximize the ones that you
do have.

To do this , you need to experiment with different rep ranges, angles, and
weight amounts . Once you find out what works for you, double down on it
and watch your calves grow. Even if you only see minimal results from your
hard work, don’t be ashamed, wear your calves proudly!

7. DON’T BE ASHAMED 
OF YOUR CALVES
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Guys usually start working out because they want to attract women. As
they begin to make noticeable gainz, they inadvertently begin to attract
men as well. In the Manosphere, this phenomenon is known as bromance.

Men that gravitate toward other men in the gym do so for reasons opposite
of women. Where’s as a woman may be attracted to a guy for potential
romance. Guys are usually only interested in Bromance.

Bromance is merely the expression of admiration and appreciation for the
hard work that another guy has put in to attain his physique. It’s a natural
occurrence and a public display of reverence that should be appreciated
and embraced.

8. EMBRACE
BROMANCE
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Whenever someone says that cardio is hard, respond to them by saying “
being overweight is hard too. Ronnie Coleman once said “ everybody
wants to be a bodybuilder, but nobody wants to lift any heavy ass heavy
weight “. As it relates to bodybuilding, it’s common for people to hate
doing cardio just as much as they hate lifting heavy ass weight.

Many people view cardio as being mundane, boring , and not very
effective. 9 times out of 10, it’s because they’re doing it incorrectly.
Studies show that incorporating different types of cardio into a workout
regimen precipitates better results.

Instead of cardio being seen as something that’s negative, it should be
viewed as something that’s positive so that a paradigm shift regarding its
usage can occur. Not only does cardio keep you lean, it improves blood-
flow, enhances heart health , and fosters a longer life-span. If you aren’t
incorporating cardio into your workout regimen, you should start
immediately. You need to start Making Cardio Great Again !

9. MAKE CARDIO
GREAT AGAIN
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The phrase “Stay Swole “ was originally
used around the world by gym bros as a
way to wish their comrades farewell
after a gym session. To these gym bros,
saying “ Stay Safe “ just wasn’t cool
enough. From this simple saying, a
lifestyle was created.

“Stay Swole “ went from being a catchy
phrase that was being used at the gym to
a mantra that many people now live by
and have internalized. Around the world,
people have been spotted wearing shirts
that say “ Stay Swole“. These shirts are
only available at ( swoletees.com).

Although the phrase “ Stay Swole “ is
very catchy, its meaning is what people
have internalized. Simply expressed, To
“Stay Swole” is to not let any obstacle
get in the way of a you accomplishing
your fitness goal. The phrase ultimately
eliminates all excuses and makes you
fully accountable for your own progress.

Although you’ve learned a lot so far, The
commandments outlined in this book are
just the beginning. You must always
continue to to seek knowledge. If you
follow these commandments, they’ll lead
you down a path of great success as you
embark on your never-ending fitness
journey. “Stay Swole“ my friend.

10. STAY SWOLE
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